
Do not allow children to install or operate the light.

Do not install the light in poor weather conditions, especially when lightning is present. 

Ensure the area where the light is being attached is free from wires, plumbing or other
obstructions.

If using a ladder, ensure the footing is secure before climbing and obtain assistance when 
needed. 

Wear protective equipment such as safety glasses, dust masks and gloves when installing 
the light. 

Ensure the area where the light is being installed is structurally sound and will support the light. 

Do not hang anything from the light. 

Clear any snow or other objects from resting on top of the light.

Motion-Activated Solar Powered LED Spotlight
with Light Sensor

™

Model: NLS650M

IMPORTANT: Keep this manual for future reference.
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

READ AND FOLLOW ALL INSTRUCTIONS

Installation
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IMPORTANT: Ensure that the location of where the
light will be installed allows for adequate sunlight
throughout the day to charge the battery sufficiently. Be
mindful of overhangs or shaded areas.

1.   Unfold the light and remove any packaging. 

2.   Remove the mounting plate from the solar panel by 
      pulling down on the plate and up on the light/panel.

3.   Place the plate in the desired area, ensure the plate 
      is level and mark the hole locations.

4.   Predrill the marked holes with an appropriate sized 
      drill bit (mounting surface will determine the drill bit 
      required).

NOTE: The surface on which the light is being mounted
will determine the type of installation required. Masonry
surfaces such as brick or concrete will require the use of
a masonry bit and plastic anchors/screws. Installation
into a wooden surface or some engineered surfaces may
only require the use of the provided screws. Longer
screws may be required depending on the installation.



Operating the Light

1.   Slide the switch of the light to the ON position. The 
      light will flash indicating it is on.

2.   Allow the light to charge during the day.

3.   After dark, walk past the light to have it illuminate. 

4.   Finalize the position of the lamps if necessary. 

5.   The light will turn off after 30 seconds of not 
      detecting movement.

6.   The light can be turned off manually by placing the 
      switch in the OFF position. 

Warranty
SPQ warrants the light to be free from manufacturer
defects. Inspect thoroughly before installation and in-
stall the light with care. Defects that occur due to im-
proper installation, environmental conditions, Acts of
God or improper handling is not covered by this war-
ranty. Any modifications to the light will void the war-
ranty. This warranty is only valid within the
Continental US and Canada. 

This limited warranty is provided only to the original
owner from the date of purchase for a length of 1 year.
This warranty is nontransferable and requires a copy
of the receipt showing the date of purchase at the time
the claim is filed. 

This warranty is the only warranty provided to the end
use, no other warranties provided by the seller of the
product will be honored by SPQ Brands. SPQ Brands
will replace or repair the product with new or refur-
bished items at their discretion.  SPQ Brands' maxi-
mum liability is limited to the purchased price of the
product. SPQ Brands will not be liable for any damage
to person or property of any nature resulting from the
sale, installation or use of this product.

Contact SPQ Brands for additional assistance: 609-
212-0221, M-F, 9am - 5pm, EST. 
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5.   Once the holes are predrilled, realign the mounting 
      plate and secure with screws. 

6.   Slide the light/solar panel over the mounting plate t
      o secure in place. 

7.   Adjust the lamps of the light to cover the desired
area. Tighten the screws using a Phillips-head screw-
driver on each lamp to hold the desired angle/position
of the lamps.

NOTE: The light can be 
removed from the 
mounting plate to make 
tightening of the bolts
easier. 


